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Business education has been at the
forefront of educational developments
over the last twenty years. Members of
the Economics and Business Education
Association will clearly recognise that
the start of a new millennium does not
provide any respite from this process.
September 2000 will see the
introduction of major changes in 16-19
education with alterations in the
structure, content and assessment of 
A levels and GNVQ. Key skills and the
utilisation of information and
communications technology continue
to grow in importance. Changes are
also being made in 11-16 education
and there is a growing debate about
the future of GCSE as pressure grows
for a more integrated qualifications and
training structure for the 14-19 age
group.

The arguments about the reform of 
A levels have been going on for a
number of years and I would welcome

contributions to the journal about the
developments that are taking place. In
this edition of the journal we include,
in the economics in the classroom
section, a letter from a head of
department asking some pertinent
questions about the impact of the new
specifications on A level Economics.
Content, standards, assessment,
teaching methods and organisation are
all key issues which will require careful
consideration over the next few
months. This journal provides a forum
for the sharing of good practice and
the opportunity to raise awareness and
understanding of the major changes
which are taking place.

In this edition of Teaching Business
and Economics we have a varied
selection of articles, teaching materials
and reviews. A strong international
flavour is contained in the Business
and Economics update sections. The
Business update section considers

some of the issues surrounding the
development of export markets for
small and medium enterprises. In the
Economics Update section we continue
our coverage of the debate surrounding
the enlargement of the European union
with an analysis of the implications for
the Polish economy of membership of
the EU. In the Education section the
use of language in Business Studies
and the implications this has for pupil
understanding and learning are
considered. Issues in initial teacher
training are considered in the ICT 
On Line section. The resource reviews
section provides a comprehensive
guide to a range of recent books,
teaching materials and software with
particular emphasis on A level.

Ian Abbott
Editor
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INTRODUCTION

Internationalisation or
activity in export markets
by UK organisations is
becoming a more common
feature. This behaviour is
being driven by many
factors: the potential for
extra sales, the desire to
achieve greater profits, the
desire for growth, the
search for increasing
economies of scale, the
intensity of competition
in domestic markets, the
saturation or shrinkage
of domestic markets,
the reduction in
international trade
barriers and the
formation of
international trade
alliances, (Leonidou,
1995, and Bender,
1996).

Internationalisation,
however, is not confined
to large organisations
such as British
Petroleum, British
Telecom and the like but
is also an ever increasing
strategy operated by small and
medium sized
enterprises(SMEs). Small
manufacturing firms might be
expected to be active in
external markets but service
orientated small firms such as
those selling product design,
management consultancy,
financial services, market
research and computer software

are also  becoming involved
increasingly in foreign activities,
(O'Farrell et al, 1998).

The route by which SMEs
enter international markets,
however, is subject to great
debate. Johanson and Vahlne
(1977) amongst others suggest
that SME internationalisation
follows an incremental path in
terms of increasing
knowledge,

commitment and investment,
however, Coviello and McAuley
(1996) and Coviello and
Munroe (1997), argue that the
approach is more haphazard
and unplanned. Although
debate continues in this area,
one feature is quite evident;
export activity by SMEs has
increased noticeable since the
advent of the Single European

Market, (Grant Thornton, 1996
and Cosh and Hughes, 1996).

LANGUAGE USE AND
COMPETENCE IN
EXPORT MARKETS

Although export activity has
grown and English is seen as
the prevalent European
language of business, British
firms may be losing out on
valuable export sales because

of their lack of foreign
language skills (Hagen
1993). Schofield,

(Independent on
Sunday, 1998) notes

that an Institute
for Employment

study investigating
2000 firms found that,
"60 per cent of firms
conduct business with
foreign-speaking clients,
and that 23 per cent say
that a lack of a particular
language is a barrier to
business in certain
countries". A survey of
small-and medium sized
businesses by the Centre

for Information on Language
Teaching (CILT) also found
that one-third of UK exporters
lose out on trade opportunities
because they have poor
language skills.

In terms of training, however,
language skills are one of the
lowest priority areas for senior
managers. The Industrial
Training Society reported

learning the language
of

internationalisation
Mark 

Cook
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that foreign languages and
international competitiveness
were the topics with least
priority for training of senior
managers, (Schofield, 1998).
These results confirm that of
Bell et al (1996) who note in
their study of SMEs in Sussex
that respondents did not feel
that a knowledge of a foreign
language was essential to
carrying out business in
overseas markets, since the

majority of transactions are
undertaken in English.
Nonetheless, the need for better
language training has been
recognised by the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI)
which seeks to promote
language training for exporting
firms through their "Languages
for Export" campaign awards.
In this respect the DTI also
recognises the special needs of
small firms by providing a
special category of award for
small firms.

Hagen, (1993), has pointed

out that there are still gaps in
the knowledge with regard to
language training within small
firms, in particular drawing
attention to the lack of
information about how small
firms deal with the issues of
training for languages. This
article seeks to consider the
strategies SMEs adopt for
language training, the problems
they face and whether SMEs
are doing enough in terms of
language training and achieving
language competence to
improve their competitiveness
in international markets.

EXPORTS AND BUSINESS
GROWTH

There are many individual
factors which can determine
business growth, but one way of
approaching small firm growth
is to collect the explanatory
factors together under the
headings of: the starting
resources of the entrepreneur,
the characteristics of the
organisation and the strategy of
the organisation, Storey (1994).
Both in terms of
entrepreneurial resources and
the strategy employed by SMEs
lack of knowledge of, and the
inability to use, foreign
languages may act as a barrier
to exporting and therefore,
constrain growth. Holmlund

and koch (1998) support this
view suggesting that language
competence is ranked equally
with culture and geographical
distance as likely inhibitors of
exporting. This direct link
between language competence
and exporting is not universally
accepted however. Peel and
Eckart, (1997), and Schofield,
(1998) argue that as a barrier to
growth languages are not as
important as factors such as a
"highly competitive market" or
"bureaucratic obstacles".

MAIN LANGUAGES USED

Most studies
suggest that
knowledge of French
and German head
both current language
competence and the
current languages in
which training is
taking place. This
suggests that
geographical
closeness is important

for the initial forays into export
markets as noted by Erramilli
(1991) and Johanson and
Vahlne (1977). Nonetheless,
there will still be some SMEs
which have more dispersed
market interests and therefore
more diverse language training
needs.

But what about SMEs that
undertake little formal training
in foreign languages?  A
number in this group attempt
to overcome difficulties by
having negotiators in the
specific countries and paying
for translation of product
details. This use of translators
or agents along with the use of
sales persons can be seen as two4
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of the most important initial
operational modes of moving
into external markets, (Holmlund
and Koch, 1998). Agents
provide a number of benefits:
they are already embedded in a
business network, they provide a
way in which exporting SMEs
can compensate for lack of
knowledge about foreign markets
(including language skills), and
they reduce capital expenditure
as well as minimising risk of
trading externally.

TYPE OF LANGUAGE
TRAINING

The picture of language
training undertaken by SMEs
is very diverse, as might be
expected from a sector whose
lack of uniformity is well
known, if not notorious. The
requirements for language
use and the ways of
providing a level of
language skills are often
particular to each
organisation. Training covers a
range from no training at all to
providing an in-house training
course for different groups of
employees at the same time at
prescribed points in the week.
The requirements for foreign
languages varies from the need to
have someone answer the phone
and speak a few words, to high
level linguistic ability where
exports make up the majority of
sales where customer
negotiations are required and
where detailed technical
translations are required in
several languages.

So how do SME's approach
language training?  Some
companies hire language

specialists to give tuition and
these produce individual
programmes encompassing the
necessary technical terms. This
can be operated as a flexible
method of providing fairly
intensive language training with
the trainer fitting tuition around
the work schedule of the staff.
The more traditional approach to
language training as fixed blocs
outside the organisation is not
always appropriate for small
firms, however, as flexibility of
language provision is required.

Moreover, language programmes
need to be tailored to business
needs focusing on the specific
vocabulary which is needed to do
business.

REASONS FOR
LANGUAGE TRAINING

It is not surprising to find that
the main reasons why specific
language training takes place is
connected to the location and
language of their overseas
subsidiary or related to the
countries in which export activity
is taking place. In this respect
language use not only covers
dealing with potential and active

customers in these other
countries but also concerns
communicating with head-office
staff in other countries and with
partners in joint ventures. This
suggests that language
competence spans a variety of
needs. Some require language
training for negotiations, others
for the translation of sales
literature, the translation of
internal documentation and
communications with head office
staff. Still others feel the need to
have foreign language
competence for undertaking
transactions and speaking to
overseas visitors. While language
fluency in technical terms was

important, there is a wider
issue about "getting to
know people" and
understanding a country's
culture which is helped by
knowing enough of the
language to deal with
people at a social level.

SMALL BUSINESS
LANGUAGE STRATEGIES

Some SMEs do recognise the
need to do something about their
lack of language competence and
similarly identify that what is
required is not going on
currently in their business. But
in response to this a number
continue to "muddle through".
This could go as far as even
using sign language when
undertaking negotiations abroad
or listening to a foreign speaker
in their native language and
replying in English. Other
SMEs, however, do have a
strategy for language training.
Some give individual
tuition to selected staff 5
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perhaps 2 or 3 time a week,
finding that this is a better
approach than group tuition. A
popular approach for supplying
language needs is to hire staff
with facility in the particular
language required. However
this common practice has the
drawback that when this key
member of staff leaves it is not
always possible to hire a
replacement with similar
language skills. Proximity to
H.M. defence bases means that
for some the problem of hiring
suitable competent speakers in
foreign languages
is reduced.
However in very
restricted labour
markets where
there are no local
defence
establishments
other SMEs find
it difficult to
attract competent
foreign linguists.
The converse of
this situation can
also be found.
Having hired bi-
lingual staff there
is a danger of
losing them if there is no
opportunity to use their
language skills during their time
with the company.

Preparing a strategy for
training and actually achieving
that plan are somewhat
different, however. For some
organisations the problem is
finding the right source of
language training and trainer.
The failure to find the right
source tends to throw the
responsibility onto the
individual who through no fault

of their own may lack sufficient
time and be unable to get
themselves up to the required
standard without a suitable
tutor.

For some small companies,
choosing which language they
should concentrate on is not
always straightforward. This
suggests that small firms need
to be adaptable to different
external markets. O'Farrell et
al. (1998) note that where
English is the dominant
business language in foreign

markets then organisations
dealt directly with clients.
Where it was not, strategic
alliances or joint ventures were
adopted to overcome langauge
difficulties. This also allowed
UK firms to take account of
cultural, linguistic, regulatory
and technical standard
differences in determining
mode of entry.

Some small firms view
language training to be a longer
term investment to be fitted in
when other more "business

orientated" skills have been
obtained. This longer term
perspective may be a reason
why a number of SMEs in
Britain do little language
training since entrepreneurs
look for an immediate return
from any investment in human
capital and the like, (Schofield,
1998). Campbell (1996) also
suggests that a strategy towards
language training depends
upon whether the small firm is
reactive or proactive to export
orders.

For small firms
resources are a key
feature in the decision of
whether to undertake
language training or not.
Because of the expense of
training, some companies
overcome this problem by
recruiting people already
competent in languages.
However, competence in
foreign languages may
not mean proficiency in
other important business
skills. Rosa et al. (1994)
put forward a converse
view. There are many
language graduates who

could become excellent export
managers, but small firms
overlook these people.
Perhaps, however, it is the
culture or the organisation and
experience and skills of the
owner managers that provide
the trigger for exporting.
Moini (1998) found a positive
link between educational
background of executives and
regular exporting activity.
Holmlund and Koch (1998)
also note the fragility of
exporting where the language6
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competence and knowledge of
external markets is embedded in
one person.

CONCLUSION

Organisational growth is
important for survivability.
Growth can come about through
further developing a presence in
the domestic market, through
market expansion or product
development. Similarly growth
can come through expansion
abroad using the same
approaches. Activity in export
markets is not just the
prerogative of large
organisations, there is increasing
evidence, Moseley (1996)
and Moini (1998) of small
firms penetrating
overseas markets.

Companies may be
losing out in export
markets due to their poor
language training. At the
same time some
companies appear to be
loathe to do anything
about this. The majority of
executives in UK organisations
employing less than 500
employees cannot negotiate in
another language this compares
with 90 per cent or more of
executives of similar sized
businesses in Belgium, Denmark,
Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands who can speak
more than one language. In this
respect this does not bode well
for export sales. As if to
confirm the above, in a survey of
French, German, Italian,
Swedish and UK marketers by
(Turnbull and Welham, 1995)
the conclusion was that UK
marketers are being constrained

in their commercial activities by
relatively poor language skills. In
addition, although the evidence
is not conclusive, a number of
studies (Dichtl et al, 1990 and
Weaver and Pak, 1990) suggest
that exporting firms are led by
decision makers who have better
language skills than non-
exporting firms.

Even though language barriers
are considered to be an
important, though not the major
factor in inhibiting export
growth, (Peel and Eckart, 1997),
language skill and language
competence does

matter in gaining access to
export markets and for
organisational growth.
Moreover, although it appears to
be appropriate that SME
language skills are skewed
towards the main European
languages of French and
German, SMEs need to adapt
sooner rather than later towards
addressing entry into Chinese or
South East Asian Markets.

What of the language courses
themselves?  These appear to be
very variable in quality and
perhaps not always suited to the
needs of the SMEs. Some
courses are too long, other too

general and furthermore they
provide a more long term
solution to language needs.
Moreover, some are too costly
and could tie-up valuable
members of staff for too long.
Language training sometimes
appears to a "luxury" rather than
a "necessity" and is therefore
downgraded in importance. The
needs for different types of
language training should also be
recognised since this may vary as
small firms move through
different stages of the
internationalisation process
ranging from indirect

internationalisation as a small
firm becomes a sub-
contractor for a larger

organisation which has already
internationalised, through to a

firm which has long been
actively involved in export
markets (Cafferata and
Mensui, 1995).

The issue of languages
training and exporting may

be resolved through
improved links between higher
and further education
establishments. There is an
important link between
university education and the
organisation's export
involvement, (Moini, 1998). It is
difficult, however, to transport
the decision-maker from the
organisation to the class room,
therefore, langauge training
programs may need to be
conducted off-campus by
education providers. This idea
of bringing education providers
and the business sector closer
together, with an emphasis on
language training, has already
been proposed, (European
Commission, 1997). But 97
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if language programmes to
support exporting are required
then small firms need to have
knowledge of these. It appears
that many of these programmes
fail to reach their target
audience (Moini 1998).

Firms are inventive in the use
of strategies to deal with their
need for languages but this
could perhaps be better co-
ordinated so that there is
maximum use of staff with
language skills. Here the use of
co-operative networks between
SMEs may prove of use.
However, it is recognised that
such networks have their
limitations given that some of
the SMEs may be direct
competitors.

Competition in external
markets is likely to increase
after the development of the
single currency, as market
discrepancies due to differences
in currency valuations are
removed. If this is coupled with
the growth of mail order
business and internet sales,
markets and products will be
opened-up and this may lead to
improved export potential and
require a greater need for
organisations to converse in
foreign languages. Language
skills may provide the
competitive edge for successful
forays into external markets.
However, from the evidence
here SME presence in external
markets is likely to depend as
much on serendipity as on
strategic planning for language
training.

Mark Cook
University College
Northampton
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INTRODUCTION

The small and medium sized
enterprises (SUES) of today
become the large companies of
tomorrow. It is important,
therefore, that an economy has a
vibrant small business sector.
Successive British governments
have made every effort to foster
and support the development and
growth of new enterprises. Recently
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
has stressed the key role of
entrepreneurs in the promotion of
economic growth. In addition to
their importance in the domestic
economy the preceding article
points out that increasing
globalization and the massive
growth in information technology
have made it easier for SMEs to
enter export markets.This trend is
likely to continue in the 21st
century as competition for market
share continues to intensify. Much
of the available literature
concentrates on the experiences of
large companies, especially in the
manufacturing sector, as they
compete for export markets.The
article by Mark Cook provides an
opportunity to discuss some of the
issues relating to SMEs and their
initial and continued involvement
in international trade.

A CASE STUDY

The article can be used as
initial stimulus material and can
be linked to the wider
implications for a company of
entry to the risky area of
international trade. Business
students could be asked to
produce a report based around

the following scenario:

A small computer software
company (Prideal Ltd) based in
Derbyshire which employs 15
people has recently won its first
major contract to develop and
install software for a large multi-
national company. The multi-
national has a UK European
operations headquarters in
Basingstoke and subsidiary
manufacturing plants in
Holland, Latvia, Poland and
Hungary. As a result of this
contract a number of overseas
companies who supply the
multi-national are interested in
awarding contracts to Prideal
Ltd. At the present time these
companies are located in France,
Germany, Malaysia and China.

A starting point could be to
get the students to produce a
SWOT (strengths,weaknesses,
opportunities and threats)
analysis for Prideal Ltd of the
decision to enter the export
market. Arising from this the
students could work individually
or in small groups to produce a
report for the Managing
Director of Prideal Ltd. The
report should consider the
opportunities and threats posed
by this move into the export
market and make some
recommendations based on
sound evidence. In compiling the
report the students should
consider the following issues:

● Why should Prideal Ltd be
interested in developing export
markets?

● What are the costs of
developing export markets?

Areas which should be
considered include:

• recruitment of staff

• staff training

• sales

• Marketing

• finance

● What is the likely impact on
the internal organisation of the
company?

● What are the implications for
the management of the
company?

● Should Prideal Ltd
concentrate on one particular
export market or should it go
worldwide?

● What alternatives are available
to Prideal Ltd if the company
makes the decision to remain
solely in the UK market?

● Provide details of any local
organisations which can provide
support and guidance to a
company entering the export
market for the first time.

● Are there any possibilities of
operating joint ventures with
other companies? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of
this type of arrangement?

● How important is it to have
staff who can speak foreign
languages? Should Prideal Ltd
consider opening offices in other
countries? Would the
employment of agents be a
viable alternative?

Ian Abbott, Institute of Education,
University of Warwick 9
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ABSTRACT

It has often been suggested that
enlargement of the EU, is only
round the corner. Indeed much
has been made of the December
1997 agreement on enlargement
acknowledged by the Europe
Council to open up to countries of
Eastern Europe. According to the
Polish Chamber of Commerce,
Poland is trying to join the EU
by 2001 but 2006 is seen as a
more realistic date. This article
attempts to explain why this may
prove to be a more difficult
problem than initially
anticipated. By
examining key
historical factors it
seeks to show that the
process for countries
wishing to join the EU
is not always
transparent and
conditions may vary
and include more
besides satisfying the
necessary legal,
political and economic
conditions. It draws on
the case of Poland and
assess whether its superior status
as a Central European country
for enlargement is still justified.
In addition, the article puts
forward theoretical framework in
which to view the enlargement
process.

INTRODUCTION
The paper is divided into

various sections. Firstly,
examination is made of the
conditions required for EU
membership. The paper then

considers the economic
progress made in Poland since
1989 and the main reforms
that have been made.
Furthermore, it overviews the
problems within the main
political system in Poland. A
theoretical framework for
viewing the integration process
is later developed followed by a
look at how Eastern European
countries may influence the
integration process even from
outside the EU. The paper
then concludes considering the
main complexity of the
enlargement process.

EU ENLARGEMENT

The main phases of
negotiation

Poland’s advanced
development towards EU
membership became evident in
December 1997, when it was
decided to open up to Eastern
European countries. These
countries though, have been
helped to prepare for eventual
membership since the collapse

of the Berlin wall by means of
the Phase program.

The Phase program, which
was firstly geared at Poland
and Hungary, has now been
extended, within this program
there are five priority areas. 1)
Access to member countries
markets for goods produced by
the beneficiaries, 2) agriculture
and the food industry, 3)
investment promotion, 4)
training and 5) the
environment. The EU has
committed 140 billion ECU
since 1990. European

agreements have also
been made based on
article 310, the main
objectives are to 1) to
build up a political
dialogue; 2) encourage
and build up free trade
and the freedom of
movement; 3) enhance
co-operation both
economic financial and
cultural. These factors
are very much tied
around the main
elements of a customs

union, however the aspect of
cultural co-operation has often
been neglected in the building
up of the European Union.
Hence, this may be seen as an
additional requirement for
Central and Eastern partners.
The main requirements for
members include stable
democratic institutions, respect
for minorities, and the
existence of a market economy
with the capacity to cope with
competition pressure within
the union and the ability to10
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adhere to the aims of political
economic and monetary union.
These are focused around
matching the economies and
political conditions required as
adopted at the Copenhagen
European Council of June
1993. In addition, the treaty of
Amsterdam calls for common
strategies for members, and the
problem of pollution must also
be talked. In July 1997, the
European Commission
presented the Parliament
Agenda 2000, containing the
preparation for EU
membership. A questionnaire
was given to CEE Countries on
their institutions and reform,
and Hungary, Poland,
Czech Republic, Estonia
and Slovenia were
chosen though
Bulgaria, Lativa,

Lithuania,
Romania and
Slovakia are still
eligible. 45 billion
ECU will be set aside
until 2006 to help achieve
reform, 7 billion of which will
be for pre-accession aid. A
separate strategy is in place for
Cyprus which again shows how
EU policy making is becoming
more diversified. The population
total for the first wave of
Eastern European countries
totals 110 million representing
1/5 of the European Union
population but only
contributing 5% of the GDP.

ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE

The Evidence so far: Some
comparison with reform

Poland tended to opt for an
ambitious big bang approach to
reform with the Balcorowiecz
plan. This was introduced in
1990 and was known as shock
therapy. One could say this has
eventually led to large increases
in FDI flows though in the
initial stages much inflation
occurred. Since 1989, the
Czech Republic has opted for a

more limited form of shock
therapy. After the split with
Slovakia a more aggressive
economic restructuring
approach occurred. The
Slovaks on the other hand went
for a more gradual therapy
approach. Hungary opted for a
more gradual approach post
1989, but had introduced more

reforms progressively since
1992. Success can be measured
by looking at growth rates. The
shock therapy in Poland led to
ñ11% growth in 1990. This was
similar in 1991 for the Czech
Republic reaching -13%.
Things picked up for Poland in
1993 onward, though not for
Russia and over the 10 year
period on growth, Poland has
actually done the best (see table
one on next page), this proves in
the longer term that shock
therapy can be seen to have
worked. The Czech Republic
though, has done better on
unemployment, then Poland
managing for example 4% in
1993 against 14% in Poland.

This shows the effects of
more short term

unemployment when
being exposed to

more competition at
a very rapid pace.
All countries were
also affected by
recession in the
early 1990s, but
most except
Russia had 
pulled out by

1995. Poland
suffered high

inflation when price
controls were lifted

overnight though
Hungary less so, since it

had opted for gradual price
adjustment over a 30 year
period. However, the initial high
inflation rate of 685% in 1990
in Poland fell to 15% by 1997.
For the Czech Republic, the
rates were 56% and 8% over the
same years. Russia has faced
high inflation throughout the 10
year period though in 1992 it
was 1528% and fell to 142% in
1997. Russia also went for
growth in the money supply at
the same time as 11
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liberalisation. Wages rose as
well as a lack of tax collection
and this has led to this poor
record on inflation.
Monopolies were also
maintained under a
competitive environment,
which has led to greater
inefficiencies.

Gomulka (1998) puts
Poland’s success down to the
extent of the Balcerowicz plans
for reform. These have
included increased savings and
sustained growth, the plans
have included the following
ten criteria.

1. Strong price and trade 
liberalisation.

2. Low entry barriers for 
foreign firms.

3. Rapid privatisation of 
smaller firms but slower 
rates of privatisation for 
larger firms.

4. The establishment of a legal
system capable of enforcing
contracts. Poland has been 
fortunate in that a 
commercial code was 
already established pre-
1989.

5. To establish a strongly 
regulated financial system 
capable of minimising the 
problem of moral hazard 
and inducing the 
privatisation process.

6. To establish a system of 
State welfare offering low 
unemployment benefit but 
a higher level of pension 
support, this should help 
encourage the young to be 
more productive. Also the 
government should be 
prepared to accept high 
unemployment as the price 
of restructuring to some 
extent.12
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Table 1

Year Russia Poland Hungary Czech. Slovak 
Rep. Rep.

1981-89 (Average) 3.0 2.6 1.8 1.8 2.7
1988 1.5 4.1 0.4 2.5 2.5
1989 2.5 0.2 0.7 1.4 1.1
1990 -2.0 -11.6 -3.5 -1.2 -3.5
1991 -5.0 -7.0 -11.5 -13.3 -14.4
1992 -14.7 2.6 -3.1 -3.3 -6.4
1993 -8.7 3.8 -0.6 0.6 -3.7
1994 -13.2 5.2 2.9 2.7 4.9
1995 -4.1 7.0 1.7 6 6.9
1996 -3.5 6.1 1.3 3.9 6.6
1997 0.8 6.9 4.4 1.0 6.5

1990-97 (Average) -6.3 1.63 -1.05 -0.45 -0.39
Growth Rate

Economic Growth - % Change in Real GDP 
Russia vs. Central European Economies.

Year Russia Poland Hungary Czech. Slovak 
Rep. Rep.

1990 6.30
1991 11.80 7.50
1992 4.70 12.90 9.80 3.10 11.30
1993 5.50 14.00 11.90 3.80 12.70
1994 7.50 14.40 10.70 3.90 13.70
1995 8.90 13.30 10.20 3.50 13.10
1996 9.3 12.40 9.90 4.00 11.10
1997 9.00 11.30 8.70 5.00 11.60
1998 11.88 9.98 9.49 6.13 13.80

Unemployment Rate (%) 
Russia vs. Central European Economies.

Year Russia Poland Hungary Czech. Slovak 
Rep. Rep.

1988 1.50 60.00 15.50 0.20 0.20
1989 4.50 251.10 17.00 2.30 1.30
1990 5.30 685.80 26.90 9.90 10.40
1991 100.30 59.40 35.00 56.70 61.20
1992 1528.70 46.30 23.00 11.10 18.20
1993 875.00 36.90 22.60 20.00 23.10
1994 309.00 33.20 19.10 10.00 13.40
1995 197.40 81.10 28.50 9.10 10.00
1996 47.00 19.80 23.60 8.90 6.00
1997 14.70 15.10 18.40 8.40 6.20

Average (88-97) 308.34 122.20 24.64 16.76 18.56
Inflation Rate

Inflation - CPI
Russia vs. Central European Economies.



7. Fiscal policy should be 
geared towards a low budget 
deficit and a moderately 
restrictive monetary policy of
the Central Bank. In 
addition, there should be a 
rapid introduction of a 
modern tax system and a 
shift from profit taxes 
towards other taxes including
VAT. This should help 
encourage foreign investment
and aid growth since this will
very much depend on 
successful international 
technological transfer.

8. An insistence on eliminating 
foreign debt.

9. The establishment of a 
crawling peg exchange rate 
system to reduce shocks.

10.Rapid expansion of Business 
Schools to promote 
Marketing, Administration 
and the use of Information 
Technology as well as the 
establishment of an 
entrepreneurial culture.

MAIN REFORMS
Hallam (1999) states that

Poland’s business laws and laws
on intellectual property rights
are now similar in standard to
those in the west. In addition,
tax concessions are given for
foreign investment as well as the
establishment of economic
zones and free repatriation of

profit is allowed. In addition,
the following reforms have been
made in line with Poland’s
agreement in 1994 to follow the
EU regulatory framework.
Poland went further in 1995
and joined the World Trade
Organisation.

AN ASSESSMENT OF
POLISH POLITICAL
STABILITY

In March 1999, Poland was
admitted to NATO and this
marked the new post-
communist nation's most
significant step to date towards
integration with Eastern
countries.

NATO membership also
represented a symbolic break
with the country's communist
past, and more particularly its
long history of Russian-
dominated authoritarian rule.

It is now ten years since the
formation of Eastern Europe's
First post-communist
government; a loose coalition
led by Solidarity, the trade
union turned mass movement,
whose populist leader had little
in the way of a political
programme.

The decade has seen
considerable political instability.
The process of transformation
from state socialism to market
economy has taken place
simultaneously with a transition
from one-party authoritarian
rule to democracy.

The success of Poland's
economic transformation has
brought it to the brink of
membership of the European
Union.

Politically, post-communist
Poland has seen three full
democratic parliamentary

elections and two democratic
presidential contests, but behind
these facts lies a political scene
of a vast multiplicity of parties
and other political groupings.

The inevitable effect has been
a series of fragile coalition
governments.

Democratic transition has
nonetheless seen elements of
stability emerging firstly liberal
economic reforms have
proceeded throughout the
decade, in a context of a
consistently pro-Eastern
orientation on the part of the
major players Secondly the
extreme effects of multi-
partyism have been alleviated
through the success of electoral
alliances in the second halt of
the decade

At present there are two major
political alliances in Poland the
Solidarity Electoral Action
(AWS) and the ex-communist
Democratic Left Alliance (SLD)
while one would be tempted to
label them right and left
respectively denoting
polarisation between Solidarity
and communism, both are in
fact far more like catchall
formations rather than
ideologically coherent
organisations, although
Solidarity is more closely linked
with the Roman Catholic
Church. The more right wing
group formations contain
conservative and nationalist as
well as liberal elements.

Two further parties should be
mentioned; the Polish Peasants'
Party (PSL) which is more akin
to a pressure group representing
the strength of the farming
sector is now seeing both its
power and its natural
constituency dwindling, but
peasant farmers still form
27% of the population. 13
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A further influential party is
the Liberal Freedom Union
(UW) a coalition partner with
the AWS in the current
government whose leader
Lezek Balcerowicz has been the
architect of Poland’s economic
transformation from the outset.

Poland's political system is a
representative parliamentary
democracy with a dual
executive, much favoured by
the new democracies. A prime
minister presides over the
government while a directly
elected president performs the
role of head of state.

Conflict between the two,
while not inevitable, is a hazard

especially when they
belong to different parties
(as has been the case in
Poland). The Polish
parliament, in which the
lower house, or Sejm is
the more important, pre-
dates the transition to
democracy. So protracted
was the controversy over
the shape of a new post-
communist constitution,
that approval of a new
Constitution by
referendum was not
completed until 1997

Poland's democratic
revolution, ending 40
years of Soviet
domination was a
bloodless one
characterised by
negotiation and
compromise. Its roots
were in 'Solidarity', the
trade union in which
organised opposition to
the regime was
concentrated in the
1970's.

Inspired by its
charismatic leader Lech
Walesa, Solidarity became

in effect a ‘nation-wide civil
movement’, [Wesolowski p.
229] bringing together a
diverse mixture of anti-system
interests encompassing
economic liberals as well as
blue-collar workers. From the
earliest days the movement had
close links with the Roman
Catholic Church, a traditional
cultural focus of Polish national
aspirations in this
overwhelmingly Catholic
country. The Church thus took
on an active political role,
which it has maintained to the
present.

Pressures on the regime led
to the brief legalisation of

Solidarity in 1980 followed by
the imposition of martial law in
1981, and the banning of
Solidarity in 1981. However
Poland's reform-minded
communists sought
compromises throughout the
1980's, which included both
economic and political
accommodation. Legislation
authorising large-scale joint
ventures between Polish and
Western firms was passed in
1986 and 1988, as was
legislation giving a go-ahead to
private enterprises.

Work's Councils in state
industries were instituted in
1987 and limited recognition of
non-Solidarity trade unions
(without the right to strike)
was conceded.

The government's reform
strategy however was seen as
piecemeal and ineffective by
the mass of the population and
going nowhere near to meeting
demands for 'electoral
democracy’.

After a wave of strikes in
1988, the government sought a
compromise with Solidarity
through a power-sharing
arrangement.

These negotiations resulted
in the Round table Agreements'
of 1989. Both the Communists
and Solidarity were able to
claim political success.

Solidarity was legalised and
elections were promised for
1989 but these were to be only
'semi-free' in that the Polish
Limited Workers' Party (PZPR)
and allied parties would be
guaranteed 66% of the seats in
the Sejm. While Solidarity
would compete with other
groups for the remaining 35%.

Fully free elections it was
agreed, would take place in14
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1991. In the event Solidarity
won a landslide victory in the
contested seats and the PZPR
received so few votes they were
unable to take up their agreed
allocation of seats. The deadlock
was broken by Walesa who put
together a coalition comprising
Solidarity the Polish Peasant
and Democratic parties and
including PZPR members in
key posts including the deputy
prime minister. Soviet rule was
thus brought to an end, but a
protracted period of political
instability was just beginning

While it has been called the
first Solidarity government, the
first post-communist govern-
ment was a coalition of parties
across the political spectrum. It
included the PZPR, the Peasant
Party, and the Democratic
Party, which represented
economic liberalism.

Solidarity itself was an
amalgam of different interests
whose unity had been sustained
only by its opposition to
communist rule. It was not a
coherent political party in either
political programme or
organisation. Once in

government fragmentation
within Solidarity soon surfaced
both in terms of policy agenda
and personalities.

In particular a rift emerged
between the prime minister
Tadeusz Mazowiecki and Lech
Walesa who aspired to the
grander office of president.

The Balcerowicz Plan, the
new government's economic
programme, was devised by the
new finance minister, Lezek
Balcerowicz an economic
liberal.

It was designed to stabilise the
economy, control inflation, and
pave the way for the new market
economy and economic
integration with Europe. While
it was true in 1990 (as it is now)
that the vast majority of Poles
favour a market economy, there
were profound differences on
the pace and precise details of
the planned transition, as for
example in the policy on
privatisation.

Observing the difficulties of
the new government, while no

longer in the opinion of the
public view being responsible
for them, were the communists
still very much in contention in
the overall political scene.

In a perhaps misjudged
gesture of reconciliation
Solidarity had obligingly
accommodated their old
communist enemies, allowing
them a political 'lifeline' into the
new post-communist era.

The 1990 presidential
campaign pitted the two
Solidarity figures against each

other with Walesa emerging the
winner. Mazowiecki then
withdrew from the coalition to
form his own political party the
Democratic Left.

Further fragmentation
ensued, not confined to
Solidarity, and leading to
extreme multi-partyism
culminating m the
parliamentary elections of 1991.

The Election Law of 1991
introduced an extreme form of
proportional representation
[Gebethner]. 15
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In the elections to the Sejm,
which followed, the elected
members came from twenty-
nine separate political parties,
in a disappointing turnout of
only 42%. No party received
more than 13% of the popular
vote and consequently no more
than 13% of the seats in the
Sejm while the coalition
governments which followed
attempted to pursue the course
instigated by Balcerowicz, these
governments were too unstable

to established a clear policy on
issues such as privatisation and
inevitably there was a loss of
confidence in those in power.
Solidarity became fragmented
even further. The small post-
Solidarity parties had little in
the way of clear policy
differentiation or organisational
links with the electorate,
squabbles between the leaders
attracting more attention than
their political agendas. An
effect of this fragmentation was
a lack of confidence in political
parties generally evidence by
the consistently low turnouts in

Polish elections throughout the
1990's.

Certainly if clear policy
orientation and organisational
structures are considered a
prerequisite for a mature party
system, Poland’s confused
party landscape fell some way
short.

Largely on the initiative of
the Solidarity parties the
electoral law was changed prior
to the 1993 parliamentary

elections, to introduce
a 5% threshold.

The effect was to
whittle down the

number of parties
represented in the
Sejm to just six, of
which the post
communists re-

branded as the Democratic
Left Alliance, and the Polish
Peasant party won 65.9% of
the seats with only 20% of the
vote.

The result was a disaster for
Solidarity as many of the small
parties, which made up the
alliance failed to reach the
threshold.

Effectively, more than a third
of the electorate, mostly on the
right, were left without
representation in the Sejm
again.

Solidarity was less than
politically astute under the
1991 electoral law and if this
had not been the case the post-
communists would never have
been returned to power.

Worse was to come for the
Solidarity leader, Lech Walesa.
The bitterly contested
presidential election of 1995
was narrowly won by the young
dynamic communist
Aleksander Kwasniewski of the
SLD. In fact both candidates
espoused similar aims.
including economic reform and
integration into NATO and the
EU. Where they diverged was

on beliefs and values. Walesa
was linked with the Church,
and in particular the anti-
abortion law passed in 1993,
whereas Kwasniewski
represented broader humanist
secular values, with greater
appeal to younger voters.

The Episcopate supported
Walesa, portraying the contest
as one between Christianity
and 'neo-paganism' [Millard
Rzeczpospolita] The victory of
Kwasniewski was some
indication of the limited ability
of the Church to influence
voters [Millard]

While it did not appear in
1995 that Poland had made
notable strides towards a
consolidation of democratic16
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institutions, the period leading
up to the 1997 parliamentary
elections was to prove much
more encouraging, especially for
those who believe in political
comebacks.

Solidarity was all but
obliterated as a parliamentary
force in 1993. The fragments re-
grouped under the impetus of
the Solidarity trade union, to
form the AWS in 1996, just ten
months before the elections.
The AWS won 38.83% of the
vote, 7% more than the SLD.
The AWS was able to form a
government with the UW.

Three factors can be singled
out to explain this reversal of
fortunes. First, largely thanks to
its superior organisational
strength and longer roots, the
Solidarity trade union was able
to impose an order on the
various political groupings,
numbering some thirty-seven,
within the alliance Second,
voters on the right, who had
supported parties that Failed to
reach the threshold in 1993, and
had been under-represented in
consequence, were 'brought
back' via the AWS alliance.

Thirdly, the Church
maintained a more low-profile
approach during the campaign,
giving "moral' support to the
AWS, without openly supporting
particular candidates.

The AWS was thus able to
'project a moderate image
without alienating its core right-
wing electorate' [Szczerbiak].

Poland would appear to have
come a long way from the
extreme multi-partyism of the
1993 elections. Some observers
even suggest that the present
broad left and broad right blocs

are evolving into a recognisable
Western model [Szczerbiak].

Beneath the surface, however,
it should be remembered that
both blocs are electoral alliances
rather than coherent political
parties in the Western mould.

Two factors, both with
historical roots, are still part of
an uncertain political equation.
First, the 'backbone' of the AWS
has been the Solidarity trade
union itself, but trade unions
exist primarily to represent
members, interests, and their

political sights are set
accordingly, rather than on a
broader liberal" democratic
agenda [Inglot, p. 154].
Secondly, the Church, while
instrumental in the democratic
revolution, has sought to impose
its own values through political
means, rather than to accept a
new vision of a democratic,
pluralist Poland. While
democracy is now consolidating
and Poles are generally looking
towards European integration,
there remain underlying
currents of instability in Polish
politics.

THEORY OF
INTEGRATION

Integration theory evolved by
looking at the various benefits
arising from trade liberalisation.
Simple agreements involved
abandoning tariffs on goods
sold between partner countries
according to Viner (1950).
A free trade area is therefore
created. Further integration
would include a common
external tariff and this is
referred to as the customs union
stage.

Already Poland has reduced
tariffs on many goods traded
with the EU. Hence part of the
process has already begun.
Further integration would
include establishing a common
market where non-tariff barriers
between member countries also
disappear and there is free
movement of labour and capital.
The final stage in the process
includes economic and mone-
tary union involving a single
currency and common economic,
fiscal and monetary policies.
This would then lead the way
for political union. 17
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Arguments for further
integration include the
possibility for greater choice
and lower prices through trade
creation and a shift towards
lower cost country producers.
Lower transaction costs and
consumer surpluses are thus
generated from enhanced
competition in a wider market
where a level playing field is
therefore created. Swann (1985)
estimates trade creation to be
followed by 10:1 and trade
diversion (a shift to a more
expensive partner country) to
be only a minor risk.

However, it has been found
that the benefits of integration
are not so straightforward.
Some countries want the full
proposed benefits but others
don’t. Indeed it has been
suggested by Kucia (1999) that
some Poles are sceptical about
EU integration particularly the

farmers fearing more
unemployment. A loss in
identity is feared and a
breakdown of the traditional
Catholic family. There was
also a lack of awareness of what
EU membership actually
means found in Kucia’s study.
In the Czech Republic there is
more awareness of what
membership means but fear of
the country being abused by
multinational companies in the
EU for low cost labour.

According to Peterson
(1998), integration with
specific reference to Europe
involves a number of trade offs
since the different nations
within the EU may have a
number of opt outs and ins on
policies. Indeed it has been
shown how Poland may have
some reservations over being
part of Europe and it has
further been indicated that
members from Central Europe
need to integrate culturally
with the EU as part of
membership which was not a
stipulation for other member
states that have joined.
Petersen (1998) puts an
emphasis on the concepts of
both integration and alliances.
Hence those who don’t go
ahead with all EU policies and
follow the acquis comm* tend
to want an alliance rather than
integration.

If integration works for a
country, EU memberships
becomes a reality. If just an
alliance with the EU succeeds,
it makes itself superfluous. In
terms of trade off, integration
involves community building as
well as the creation of
international markets. In
addition, it includes
overcoming regional anarchy
and conflict.

In terms of economic
benefits there is a level playing
field with removal of tariffs and
non-tariff barriers and lower
prices and more choice as
shown in Viner’s (1950) earlier
theory. Cooper & Mansel
(1985) showed there were also
social benefits from integration
for example being able to fund
joint projects through co-
operation and regional funding
as well as allowing firms more
time to adjust to the new more
competitive climate through
various aid packages. On the
downside, losses of integration
include the loss of sovereignty
in economic policy making as
well as in the political decision
making process, as well as
reduce environmental
standards in the most
environmentally friendly states.
Other risks are trade diversion,
the shift of trade to a more
expensive partner country.
Peterson (1999) suggests there
is a loss of security and
transatlantic co-operation and
some may prefer a pure civilian
power. There is also a loss of
national identity as well as the
burden of cost to the EU
budget. Some of the richer
members may complain of
subsidising the poor and in the
case of Poland absorption
would put considerable cost on
the CAP budget. If these
proposed costs outweigh the
benefits of integration arising
from particular policies a
country may prefer to go for an
alliance and forge trade links
with Europe rather than
integrate fully. It is at the
moment too early to say which
policies Poland will go along
with and how deep it will
integrate. At present Poland is
content to make trade links in
preparation for a common18
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market with the EU at a later
date. However in terms of
going further than that, from
some of the evidence in this
article it is suggested that there
would be some reservations
particularly regarding loss of
national identity.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE
INTEGRATION PROCESS
ON EASTERN EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES PRIOR TO
ACCESSION

The extension of EU
governance occurs as more
members apply for enlargement.
These members can bargain
prior to entry. It can help
create pressure for internal
policy reform and enable the
Polish economy to become
more competitive, thereby
attract increasing amounts of
foreign direct investment.

However, going through trade
reform to meet accession
requirements may slow down
the process of actually joining
and have negative consequences
in this way, despite some of the
benefits. Much of the success
depends on how prospective
members are ready to accept a
negotiated order prior to actual
entry. As one can see Poland has
been prepared to go a long way.
Agenda 2000 has created a
strategic partnership with
Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovenia and Cyprus

to move towards establishing a
negotiated order prior to entry.
Issues of security, politics,
finance as well as economic
benefits all come into the
equation when negotiating
where enlargement is going to
take place. There were for
example separate policies for
Cyprus and Turkey. However,
the EU got round this by talking
of stages of preaccession. Final
enlargement will therefore
involve creating a new balancing
act and it involves many vested
interests which are not solely
concerned with economy and
trade. This helps to confirm why
enlargement is not necessarily
straight forward.

CONCLUSION

This article has shown the
multi-faceted nature of the
integration process and its
relevance to the future
enlargement of the EU towards
Poland. The political, historical
and economic ties will all have
an influence on the enlargement
process. It has been pointed
out further that the attitudes of
the Polish people themselves
will play an ever increasing
important part in this issue as
accession approaches. Recent
evidence shows that more
information is needed so that
the Polish population can make
a decision on which particular
aspects of integration are suited
for them at the current moment
in time. This question becomes
even more complex when one
examines the main components
of integration theory. Indeed
integration involves elements of
community building besides the
benefits of wider market access
and transaction costs that have
been emphasised in traditional

neo-classical economic theory
and a committed political order.
This all needs to be assessed
before deciding on how far to
progress with the integration
process. The uncertain nature
of the many aspects involved in
Eastern and Central European
enlargement outlined in this
article help leave the way open
for further research into this
most crucial issue as Europe
embarks on a new phrase of
development.

David Floyd
Senior Lecturer in International
Management &
Janet Morrison
Senior Lecturer in Strategic
Management both of
Sunderland Business School
University of Sunderland
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When a firm changes
prices, the effect on profits
is more important than the
effect on revenue.There is a
simple formula to calculate
the critical Price
Elasticity of demand
which is just
sufficient to maintain
the contribution to
overheads and
profits.This will be
greater than that
required to maintain
revenue.

A common issue in
business and in business studies is
whether a firm should change the
prices at which products are
offered. The calculations begin
with estimates of the reaction of
customers to the new prices. This
reaction is represented as Price
Elasticity of Demand (PED), the
ratio of the proportionate changes
in volume and price.

Students are always told - and
some students even remember -
that Elastic Demand (PED >1)
means more revenue from a lower
price and less from a higher one;

and Inelastic Demand (PED < 1)
means that you must raise, not
lower, prices to gain revenue. The
critical PED is Unitary, where
Revenue remains unchanged.

But who wants the same
revenue with lower profits? Any
change in price will have a much
bigger impact, proportionately, on
the contribution per item for the
firm than on the asking price to
the customer. It follows that an
increase in price may succeed in
raising profits, even though
revenue falls; and that a lower
price may reduce profits even
though revenue increases. So the
critical question is not whether the
PED is greater or less than one,
but whether it is sufficiently high
(for a lower price) or sufficiently

low (for a price increase) to
improve profits.

The critical level of PED can be
found by an application of
breakeven analysis. We can take

the current level of
contribution to overheads
and profit; and ask what
the volume (units sold)
must be to give the same
level of contribution at the
alternative price.

Having found this critical
volume, we can then
compute what the PED
would be to give us this
volume at the new price,
compared with the existing

price and quantity. This then will
be the Critical Price Elasticity of
Demand (CPED). If we are
raising prices, any PED less than
CPED will increase profits; if we
are lowering price, we want PED
to be more than CPED. And while
there is no way, short of trying the
price change, to know what the
PED actually is, a firm may well
have sensible ideas about the
likelihood of its being significantly
greater or less than a specified
value.

It may seem that calculating the

Jonathan

Harlow

Elasticity on demand,
breakeven analysis and

pricing decisions
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PED must be lower
than this to increase

contribution

PED must be higher
than this to increase

contribution

Q1 - Q0

Q0

P0

P1 - P0

PED =

But this gives us the mathematical PED which is always negative. For the unsigned PED
usually quoted, we want Q0 - Q1

Q0

P0

P1 - P0

PED =

But if the Direct Costs remain the same, P1 - P0  =  C1 - C0

Q0 - Q1

Q0

P0

C1 - C0

PED =So

To maintain the total Contribution we want Q1 • C1  =  Q0 • C0 or
Q1 • C1

Q0

C0 =

So C1 - C0  =  C1 -
Q1 • C1

Q0
 =

C1 (Q0 - Q1)

Q0

Substituting this into our PED formula, we get

CPED =
Q0 - Q1

Q0

P0 • Q0

C1 (Q0 - Q1)
=

P0

C120
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Miss R Meadows
Bradford Girls' Grammar School

Mr Frank Cogley
The Chief Executive  AQA
Devas Street MANCHESTER
MI5 6EX

Dear Mr Cogley

Re: AQA decision to offer only Economics B (ex: NEAB) specifications

On reading the draft specifications you provided for teachers over the internet, I was impressed with the
Economics B syllabus. It provided a logical development of current standards, having been adapted to
suit the themes and perspectives applicable to the new millennium.

This morning, I was made aware of some startling news: That the AQA have abandoned plans to offer 
2 options for the ECONOMICS A LEVEL (specifications A and B) and 'traded’ Economics for a Chemistry
specification.

This I find alarming. My reasons centre around the growing awareness we all have of the decline in high
level graduate entry into professions where Economics is an asset, for example, banking, finance and
international business. The Bank of England themselves have to recruit from outside the UK as they
cannot find sufficient numbers of high calibre Economists trained here,

I am sure that the quality universities will be concerned that the A Level Economics remains a very high
level academic subject. As it is, with the slimming down that is required for AS/A2, there is sufficient
cause for concern. It is even more worrying that the AQA have not set these academic standards as a
priority in such a vulnerable area.

My second main concern is that our school is founded on a base of high academic achievement. Our
Economics A Level is a flagship. I fear that the rigour of the subject wiII be lost amongst vague
generalisations about economic principles, thus sacrificing the precise and cutting skills of analysis and
evaluation that motivate and stretch the more able.

I beg you to reconsider.

Please could you at least send me some details regarding the logic of your decision, so that I can explain
to my Head teacher the reasons why I will have to abandon this most excellent and challenging A Level,
and look elsewhere for student certification.

Yours sincerely

Ruth Meadows
Head of Economics and Business

CPED is rather a waste of time,
since we should have to calculate the
required change in quantity first;
and might just as well reckon our
chances of getting this volume after
our price change, without entering
into Elasticity computations at all.
However it turns out that there is a
very simple formula for calculating
the CPED. For a single
product/price the formula is PO � Cl

where PO is the original Price and Cl

is the Contribution per item at the
new price. (Direct cost per unit is
assumed to remain constant.)

For example, a firm sells 2,500
items, with a direct cost of £5.45
each, at a price of £9.95, for a total
contribution of £11,250. It
considers a price rise to £10.95. The
CPED is 1.81: the PED must be less
than this to increase profits. Note
that it is a much less inelastic
response, than that required to
maintain revenue. Or the firm might
consider a price cut to £8.95. This
would give a CPED of at least 2.84,
a great deal more elastic than the
revenue-maintaining PED.

This simple case can be
generalised to cover the situation

where a range of products are sold
under a common MarkUp (MU)
applied as a percentage to Direct
Cost. In this case the CPED by
which to test a different markup
policy is found as (100 + MU0) �
MU1 where MU0 is the original and
MU1 the proposed markup. The
figure charts the CPEDs for a range
of MarkUps against an existing
100% rule.

Jonathan Harlow
Head of Economics
Backwell School

Cause for Concern



After a review article (Seliet
1998) published in the TES
nearly a year ago I was
overwhelmed with teachers'
responses .Their comments
were genuine, spontaneous
and supportive, and
underlined my concern about
the importance of language
in pupils' learning
problems in Business
Studies.

Less able pupils and
second language learners
seem not to be able to
tackle the quite difficult
business jargon.

When a Biology teacher
introduces a lesson on the
cardio-vascular system, the
teacher has in mind a complex
relationship of ideas that happen
to refer to objects in the physical
world. The students think to
themselves 'what on earth is a
cardio-vassy what's it?’
Fortunately, help is at hand. The
teacher shows a picture and all
is well.

The Business teacher does not
always have that luxury. Clearly
a firm or a small manufacturing
plant is fairly easy to concretise
or visit if it's convenient. But
how do you provide a concrete
picture of 'leveraged
management buy-outs'? Even for
academically sound native

speakers much of the language
of business is irredeemably
abstract though some teachers
use analogies, metaphors, even
drama to help.

As a newly qualified teacher
working in an 11-16
comprehensive school in 1995, I

was concerned about the low
level of achievement of some of
the GCSE Business Studies
students compared with their
achievements in other curricular
areas. I was able to seek funding
to research the reasons for
underachievement across a
cohort of 130 students. The

most significant factor to
be identified by my
research was difficulty
with the language and
terminology of Business
Studies. The second phase
of the research project was
to develop strategies and
techniques to combat the
difficulties being
encountered by young
people.

REASONS BEHIND
UNDERACHIEVEMENT IN
BUSINESS STUDIES 

Business Studies language
poses particular problems:
firstly, unlike most curriculum

Hala

Seliet

Sir - do you speak      
a different language?

L E S S  A B L E  P U P I L S  A N D  S E C O N D

L A N G U A G E  L E A R N E R S  S E E M  N O T

T O  B E  A B L E  T O  TA C K L E  T H E  Q U I T E

D I F F I C U LT  B U S I N E S S  J A R G O N
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subjects, Business Studies is not
studied until the latter part of
students' education, during
years 10 and 11 in the
secondary school or post-16;
secondly, the language is highly
specific with little of the
terminology being
encountered through
other curriculum areas
and personal experience;
and thirdly, the students
find terminology
confusing, especially
when similar terms are
used in different ways.
For example, the
descriptive use made of
the terms 'public' and 'private':

Public corporation

Public limited company

Public sector

Private sector

Private limited company

Public corporation: is in the
public sector

Public limited company: is in
the private sector

Private limited company: is
in the private sector

Public sector: is owned by the
government/state

Private sector: is owned by
private enterprises

Privatisation: is the transfer of
the ownership from the public
sector to the private sector.

I believe Business Studies to
be a highly conceptual subject.
Many words in everyday use are
given a specialised meaning in
Business Studies; for example
'land', 'good', 'cost', 'market',
'job', 'value'. Some words are
latinate in origin  and  are
usually abstract, non-colloquial
and frequently nominalised. For
example, 'enterprise', 'de-
industrialisation',
'interdependence', 'labour ',
'production', 'sector', 'merit',
'consumer', 'capital', 'primary',
'tertiary. Some combinations of
words are used  to give special

meaning e.g. ‘job production’
‘market economy’, ‘opportunity
cost’, ‘value added’. The
meaning of these combinations
cannot be easily  worked out
from the meanings of the
individual words. Some phrases

contain the same key words
which are used in slightly
different ways; e.g.
production line, sectors of
production, chain of
production etc. These can
be difficult to differentiate
and can cause confusion.

The difficulty lies not so
much in acquiring labels
and definitions, but in

processing and internalising
these terms. This type of
language is abstract and formal
and, therefore, alien to most
children's language experience.
(Shorter 1997)

Furthermore, business studies
is often a highly
decontextualised subject for
14/16 year olds. Pupils come to
business studies  'cold' as there is
no preparation at KS3. Pupils
may also find it difficult to relate
their own experiences of the
business world as consumers to
the managerial perspective
which dominates the subject.

M A N Y  W O R D S  I N  E V E R Y D AY  U S E

A R E  G I V E N  A  S P E C I A L I S E D

M E A N I N G  I N  B U S I N E S S  S T U D I E S
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There are no obvious physical
or practical activities to clarify
concepts as there are in Science,
Geography,and Maths.

The following extract has been
taken from a GCSE business
studies book, about private and
public limited companies. It
simply illustrates how pupils at
14-15 years old could be
overwhelmed with different and
difficult business terminology
and vocabulary.

I set out to develop strategies
to raise the level of aspiration,
achievement and attainment of
students in Business Education.
As part of work in my LEA, it
was important also to link the
language development to aspects
of equal opportunity, specifically
gender and ethnicity. These
strategies were aimed at
improving the teaching and
learning of Business Education
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T H E R E  A R E  N O  O B V I O U S  P H Y S I C A L

O R  P R A C T I C A L  A C T I V I T I E S  T O
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S C I E N C E ,  G E O G R A P H Y  A N D  M AT H S

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANIES

There are two types of limited company in the private sector,
each having a minimum of two shareholders. The first is
known as a private limited company and is identified by the
word limited (Ltd) after the company name. Shares in a private
limited company are not freely available and the transfer of
shares must be agreed by the directors. This is the form of
organisation often chosen when a sole trader wants to expand
but at the same time wishes to maintain personal control. 

The second type of limited company is a public limited
company. These are normally larger companies and they must
have an (authorized) share capital of at least  50,000. Most
employ over 500 people. A public limited company must have
the letters plc after its name.

Unlike a private company, shares in a public company are
offered to the general public and there is no restriction on the
transfer of shares. Many public companies consist of more
than one firm. In many cases each firm will have its own board
of directors. There will, however, be a main board with
responsibility for major investment and planning decisions
within the group. The original company is often known as the
parent company, and where this company does not itself trade
but simply manages the subsidiary firms it is known as a
holding company.

In order to set up a company two documents must be drawn
up. The first is called the memorandum of association.
Companies must also draw up articles of association (the
company's rule book). The next step is to send the above
documents to Companies House in Cardiff. If all is in order, the
Registrar of Companies will issue a certificate of incorporation,
which is the company's birth certificate. 



at GCSE level and GNVQ
Foundation and Intermediate.

Progress in teaching depends
on the design of successful
learning activities and situations.
Underpinning the success and
quality of all classroom learning
is the range of tasks which
students undertake and the
nature of their engagement with
these tasks. Such engagement
depends on the successful
matching of tasks to
student needs.

I met many teachers
who wished to use more
innovative strategies to
raise achievement, but
who felt that demanding
and rigid syllabi leave
little time for creativity
and experimentation.

These strategies are, therefore,
proactive in their approach to
teaching and learning but are
designed for easy access by the
busy teacher.

Most of the tasks are student
centered, but with a strong
emphasis on the specialist
terminology of the subject. With
the help of the Language
Development Co-ordinator in
my School, I think we have
created informative but also
challenging materials, which
encourage students to

participate in these practical
activities.

The materials are organised
into modules, which broadly
match GCSE syllabi, namely
Business Location, Business
Foundation, Markets and
Products, Types of Business
Organisation, Business Structure
and Decisions, Marketing
Finance and People at Work.
Teacher support materials sit

alongside a variety of pupil-
centered techniques and
activities.

The majority of the materials
are photocopiable and already
some have been converted for
use on IBM PCs (only the
materials which raise language
awareness in the subject).

A selection of the strategies
which are based on raising
language awareness within
Business Education are outlined
below. The long-term aim is that

the strategies should help to
motivate students to achieve not
only higher grades in Business
Studies, but be able to transfer
some of these skills to enable
them to raise their performance
in all subject areas.

BUSINESS STUDIES
GLOSSARY

A glossary of all the key
Business Studies terms for each

module of the syllabus has
been devised. It is a key
feature of the revision
programme for students'
examinations and exercises
have been written
specifically for the less able
students. A Thesaurus
encourages  work on the
skills of comparing and

contrasting different terminology
to determine its most
advantageous usage.

A 'What am I?' fun game is
also based on key terms
contained within the glossary.
It provides a framework for
vocabulary and word recognition
skills.

DEBATES AND
SIMULATIONS

Simulations and debates help
students to take an active part in
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their own learning. They learn
how to solve problems and
manage their time as well as
enhancing oral and written
communication skills through
team work. The objective is to
get students to transfer the
concepts, knowledge and
communication skills learnt in
the classroom into a realistic
working environment. Whole
day or half-a-day simulations
provide the opportunity to
work with industrialists, trainee
teachers and other people
outside their normal classroom
environment.

CASE STUDIES

The issues raised within real
and simulated case studies
encourage and reinforce oral
and written communication
through discussion and
problem-solving tasks. They
enable the students to
conceptualise the theoretical
underpinning knowledge and
apply business concepts to
realistic problems.

WORD CLUES

Word Clues linked to specific
modules of the syllabus
consolidate and reinforce the
new vocabulary introduced.
These are not just simple word
searches but are constructed
rather like a crossword.. The
answers have to be determined
from a given set of clues. The
objective is to help develop the
skills of comparing, contrasting
and interpreting the different
terminology used within
Business. The students get the
opportunity to identify the
meaning of the word for
themselves, which helps them
make sense of it within their
existing frame of reference.

MATERIALS FOR
TEACHERS

In addition to the materials
devised for students, a recent
addition to the project has been
the development of a series of
Business Education booklets,
which offer some guidelines for
classroom management. These
will be aimed at trainee
teachers, newly qualified
teachers, teachers converting to
teaching the subject from
another discipline and current
teachers who wish to update
their approaches. The series
includes: How to write a
simulation; How to make
Business Studies more fun;
How to make Business Studies
more accessible and How to
write a case study from
newspaper articles.

The strategies displayed
below are just a small sample
of the type of materials, which
have been developed.

CONCLUSION

The results of using the
materials in my Business
Studies Department have been
encouraging with the majority
of students achieving better
results than their predicted
grades according to the Yellis*
test results. Furthermore, early
indications from schools which
have been evaluating the
materials have been very
favourable.

It is important in an age of
published results to achieve
good quality grades and the
Business Studies exams are
tough task masters. My
research suggests the root
difficulty for many lies in the
technical language and in the
lack of context for much
vocabulary work. Hopefully, the
teaching and learning materials

described above will be an
important aid to other teachers.
We can expect more evidence
to appear showing how  central
is language work to the success
of all our Business pupils.
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All materials are in the process
of being published by Kirklees
LEA. For more information
please contact Colin Noble, the
Marketing Manager for the
authority, Tel No 01484
225791.

Hala Seliet, Business Studies
teacher, Green Head College and
Part-time lecturer ,  
The University of Huddersfield, 
and Leeds University
*Yellis grade predictions are based on
literacy and numeracy tests completed 
in year 10
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INTRODUCTION

This article should be of
interest to all Business and
Economics teachers, as they
will be directly affected by the
new ICT standards. It should
be of especial interest to the
teacher who mentors newly
qualified and beginning
teachers. This article examines
the progress of a cohort of
Business Studies and
Economics PGCE students
with the development of their
personal and professional ICT
skills. It looks at how they
used ICT both in the
classroom as a teaching
resource and outside the
classroom for lesson
preparation. While noticeable
progress is made by all, it
emerges that 'older' students
are more likely to make
substantial development and
are more proactive in their use
of ICT. It identifies time and
access constraints as the major
barriers to ICT skill
development and use.

For teachers in England and
Wales it is almost impossible to
be unaware of the current
Government's emphasis on the
development of the use of ICT
in schools. The Green Paper,
‘Teachers meeting the
challenge of change’1 provides
a framework for the
modernisation of the teaching
profession with ICT a key
element. A great deal of
money2 is being targeted at
schools to improve their ICT
resources and staff capability3.
In October 19974 in its
consultation paper 'Connecting
the Learning Society' the
Government proposed targets
for teachers, that by:

● 1999 all newly qualified 
teachers should become 
ICT literate to mandatory 
standards in order to receive
Qualified Teacher Status 
(QTS)

● 2002 serving teachers 
should generally feel 
confident and be competent
to use ICT within the 
curriculum

Along with this are the
current changes to post 16
qualifications from September
2000 where key skills
(including Information
Technology) are likely to take a
more central role. This has
implications for schools and
providers of ITE. Business
and Economics teachers may
well have an important role to
play in its delivery.

THE CONTEXT

The Post Graduate
Certificate in Education
(PGCE) course for teachers of
Business and Economics at the
Institute of Education,
University of London, is the
largest in England and Wales.
Each year the department
trains approximately sixty
student teachers, known within
the Institute as Beginning
Teachers (BTs). They come
from a variety of academic and
working backgrounds, but it is
a deliberate policy to recruit
those who have commercial or
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industrial experience, in
addition to a good degree in a
relevant subject.

The 1998-99 academic year
saw the introduction of specific
ICT Standards that all BTs
have to demonstrate in order to
obtain QTS. These place a
particular emphasis on the use
of ICT in subject teaching:

'it is the responsibility of the
initial teacher training (ITT)
provider to ensure that the ways
trainees are taught to use ICT
are firmly rooted within the
relevant subject'.5

BTs arrive with a variety of
previous ICT knowledge, skills
and experience which is
generally of a higher level than
that possessed by BTs from
other subject areas. This may
be partly explained by the
greater emphasis on ICT use
within Business Studies degrees
but also because of the business
background of many of the
BTs. The higher skill base of
the BTs appears to be
consistent with that of Business
Studies teachers in schools. In
1998 the DfEE carried out a
national survey in
approximately 1500 secondary
schools. One of the main
findings was that across
subjects 61% of staff felt
confident in the use of ICT
within the curriculum.

However it was noted this
varied from 86% in Business
Studies Departments to 36% in
Physical Education
Departments.6

The ICT requirements
involve more than just skill
acquisition: BTs need to
develop understanding of a
wide variety of pedagogic
issues. The table above gives an
overview of the ICT standards
that have to be interpreted
within the context of teaching
Business and Economics:

Whilst some training and a
pedagogic framework in ICT is
provided at the Institute of
Education, the BTs' skill
development and experience of
teaching Business and
Economics using ICT must
happen largely within the
school environment. As well as
planning and developing a
course to meet these (new)
requirements, we feel it
necessary to audit, track and
analyse ICT skill development
during the year as well as
looking in more detail at how

ICT is used within subject
teaching. This enables us to
assess BTs' progress against the
ICT Standards and helps us
identify any particular factors,
which might influence this
progress.

METHODOLOGY

Two surveys were used to
gather information on ICT
competence: one at the start
and one at the end of the
course. The data was coded
and a statistical package7 used
to assist in the analysis. Of the
47 BTs who completed both
questionnaires, 18 were male
and 29 were female. The
average (mean) age of both
sexes was 31 years. The
academic background of the
BTs was 15 Economics, 26
Business and 6 from other
disciplines  (but with
appropriate business or
commercial experience).

The first questionnaire
provided an initial assessment
of the BTs' previous experience
of using ICT; "weak" 29
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A: Effective Teaching and 
Assessment methods

● When to use ICT

● How to use ICT

● Planning implications of 
ICT

● Classroom organisation 
aspects of ICT

● Implications for SEN

● Monitoring and assessment
when utilising ICT

B: Knowledge, Understanding
and Competence with 
ICT

● Knowing the range of ICT 
available

● Being able to use ICT

● Understanding how ICT 
systems work and their 
potential

● Awareness of health and 
safety, legal and ethical 
issues

● Using ICT in an 
admin/support capacity
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BTs were identified and given
appropriate support that
included entitlement to specific
training sessions.

The second questionnaire
was more substantial and
enabled analysis of:

● how much, and in what 
ways, ICT was being used 
by BTs

1 in the classroom

2 outside the classroom

● which ICT skills BTs 
developed during the course

● what barriers BTs found to 
their ICT skill development

● relationships between age,
gender, academic 
background and ICT skill 
development

FINDINGS

Computer ownership and
access

At the start of the course
60% of BTs owned their own
computer, or had easy access
to one. By the end of the
course, the figure had risen to
90%. Clearly, BTs found that
having personal access to a
computer invaluable in
supporting their teaching. The
few that did not own
computers identified this as a
significant barrier to their own
ICT development as is shown
later in this article.

How did BTs' use of ICT
change?

A comparison of the findings
from the two questionnaires
allowed an assessment of the
BTs' changes in frequency and
types of usage of a variety of
ICT applications. On average
BTs increased their usage
across all applications by 32%
during the course. As one
would perhaps expect those
with a lower starting point
tended to increase their usage
more than the 'experienced'
ICT users; a case of getting 'up
to speed'. The applications
where there was most frequent
usage were word-processing,
the Internet and spreadsheets.

Use of ICT in the Business
Studies and Economics
classroom

Word-processing was used
frequently, spreadsheets and
the Internet regularly, DTP
and databases sometimes,
other applications rarely or
never.

Two-thirds of the BTs taught
lessons where word-processing
was being used by pupils. This
was predominantly in the
writing-up of assignments or
tasks, especially in GNVQ
lessons. While this was a use of
ICT and did enhance the
presentation of work, one has
to question how much of a
contribution this made to
increase pupils'
understanding of Business
and Economics.

While not frequently
used, 89% of BTs included
spreadsheet use by pupils in
some of their lessons. This
was mainly as a modelling
tool, such as the
representation of financial
data in cash flows, break-

even charts and budgets. To a
lesser extent (26%), they were
used by pupils for graphing
and presenting data. The
modelling tended to be basic,
but did enhance the
understanding of the subject.

The majority of Internet use
was out of the classroom,
nevertheless 38% of BTs used
it as a classroom teaching
resource at some time. For
example, to enable pupils to
gather data, examine company
sites and use models such as
the Virtual Economy8 on the
Bized9 site. This is impressive
given that many schools could
not offer networked access to
the Internet. One hopes that
with extra funding for schools,
access will become easier in the
future.

At some stage, approximately
three-quarters of BTs used
databases in their teaching.
There were two distinct uses:
firstly pupil construction and
analysis of their own databases,
and secondly (and to a lesser
extent) the interrogation of
existing databases such as
SECOS.

Use of ICT outside the
classroom

Word-processing and the
Internet were used frequently,
spreadsheets and presentation
packages sometimes and other
applications rarely or never.

O N  AV E R A G E  B T S  I N C R E A S E D  T H E I R

U S A G E  A C R O S S  A L L  A P P L I C AT I O N S

B Y  3 2 %  D U R I N G  T H E  C O U R S E



All BTs used word-
processing, with 92% stating
that they used it regularly, in the
preparation of pupil materials
and their lesson planning.
These included the writing of
handouts, worksheets, case
studies and OHTs. The
Internet was used by 85% of
BTs as a research tool. This
was to increase subject
knowledge, obtain up-to-date
information and down-load
student materials. The Bized
site was a popular resource as
were other specialist sites10 such
as the one provided by the
Treasury (see right).

Interestingly, our analysis of
ICT usage outside the
classroom did show a definite
pattern in relation to age with
these applications. Word-
processing and the Internet
were both used significantly
more by the BTs over 30. At
first this may seem surprising
but the authors offer possible
reasons for this. The older

students have had wider
industrial and commercial
experience; they have made a
committed decision to change
to a career in teaching and often
have greater financial resources.
Consequently they tend to take
more time and effort in their
lesson preparation; they want to
use the most up to date
information available and to
present it professionally. They
may also purchase a computer

to achieve these aims. These
explanations are consistent with
research conducted by Brant on
the use of non-didactic teaching
approaches11.

Spreadsheets were not used
nearly as much word-processing
and the Internet, 20% of BTs
incorporated them into their
materials preparation and only
6% used them for
recording/tracking pupil
progress.

How BTs rated their
personal development with
ICT

The BTs assessed themselves
as having made the greatest
progress in using the Internet,
word processing and
spreadsheets, probably because
these applications were the ones
used most to enhance their
teaching.

Again an age pattern
emerged: the over 30s assessed
their ICT skill development to
be substantial, especially in
word-processing and Internet

use. Along with the
'commitment' and 'purchasing
power' factors identified above,
this pattern can be explained by
the tendency of these BTs to
have lower level ICT skills at
course entry.

Also there was a pattern
where those with an academic
background in Economics
assessed their improvements in
using word-processing and
spreadsheets to be more
noticeable than the rest of the
cohort. This is logical, as
Economics graduates would
have been less likely to use ICT
in their degree courses and
therefore they too, would have
had a lower starting point at
course entry.

Barriers to ICT skill
development

Over half of BTs identified a
lack of facilities in their schools
as a major barrier to their ICT
skill development. It emerged
that this was for both their
personal use and for their
use in their teaching of
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business and economics
lessons. Almost half identified
a lack of time as a constraint,
which is not surprising given
the competing learning
priorities for BTs on a one year
intensive course.

A third of BTs felt that a lack
of help from teachers in school
impaired their progress. This
perhaps reflects the extensive
time demands and priorities of
schoolteachers rather than a
lack of good will!  In addition it
emerged that in some schools
there is still a lack of ICT
expertise in Business and
Economics departments.

15% of BTs would have liked
to receive more formal training
on specific packages. While a
lot of help has been given to
BTs with weak ICT skills,
perhaps not enough has been
given to those with more
experience. As one would
expect, not owning a computer
was seen as a major constraint
to ICT skill development.

Interestingly, a small number
of BTs identified the huge
difference in pupils' ability to
use ICT as a constraint to their
own ICT skill development.
Although BTs may be coming
to terms with differentiation in
their own subject area, they
may lack the confidence to do
so when they perceive that
pupils may be more skilled in
ICT use than they are.

CONCLUSIONS

The survey demonstrates a
high use of ICT as a teaching
and preparation tool, which has
directly led to significant
personal skill development. In
particular the 'older' learners
(age over 30) seemed to take a
more pro-active approach to
ICT. This may be the result of
greater commitment, more
confidence, but also a feeling of
the need to 'catch up'.
Although the personal progress
of BTs with ICT can be seen as
positive, investigation of the use
of ICT in the classroom
identifies word processing as the
most common. These findings
are consistent with previous
research by Hurd12 and Davies.13

This raises fundamental
questions about how
appropriate the use of ICT is in
subject knowledge
development, which is a central
part of the ICT Standards.
However, the evidence indicates
that spreadsheets, databases and
the Internet were regularly used
in Business and Economics
classrooms, and thus used to
help pupils conceptualise their
subject knowledge.

This research has shown that
the PGCE Business and
Economics at the Institute of
Education, University of
London goes a long way in
addressing ICT skill
development in the future
teachers of Business and
Economics. It is encouraging
that so many BTs had
embraced the use of ICT in so
many different ways.

Back in 1922, Thomas Edison
suggested that the motion
picture was destined to
revolutionise the education
system with films largely
replacing the need for
textbooks. Current government
rhetoric suggests that
'technology has revolutionised
the way we work and is now set
to transform education14'.

However, Business and
Economics teachers should not
forget that ICT is just a tool, all
be it an important one, and is
not an alternative to effective
classroom teaching. ICT
should be used wherever it is
appropriate in lessons: it needs
to be used only where it will
add value.
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The AEEE
conference 2000
The 13th AEEE Conference will take place at
the Universita Commerciale L. Bocconi in
Milan from the 30th August to the 3rd of
September, 2000.

The conference will be organised by the AEEE
Italia group. Over 100 participants are expected
from 20 countries. Contributions in the form of
papers and workshops will be welcome.

This is a good opportunity to find out about new
developments in Economics and Business
Education throughout Europe and beyond.You
may also be able to make contacts for exchanges,
projects and research. It will be of interest to
educationists, teacher trainers, researchers and
vocational training specialists as well as teachers.

AEEE conferences encourage a global viewpoint
with ‘state of the art’ thinking and an evaluation
of different learning approaches. They offer many
opportunities to share teaching strategies.

The theme

The underlying theme for the conference is ‘Risk
and Uncertainty in Business and the Economy, in
the EU and in a global context’.

The three pathways will be:

Theory: new subject developments in Economics
and Business

Multimedia: resources for teaching and learning

Pedagogy: comparison and evaluation of
different teaching approaches.

Presentations should have both European and
international appeal. Papers should have
implications for the teaching and learning of
economics and business in schools and
universities.

Written papers should accompany the
presentation.

Conference details continued on next page

Association of
European Economics

Education

An Association of associations

33

The AEEE is now fully operational as an umbrella organisation for all the
professional associations of teachers of Economics and Business in Europe.
It will work to support subject teaching everywhere. It will provide an 
EU-wide voice for the profession.Through its biennial conference it will
create opportunities for the sharing of ideas and research findings.
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The AEEE conference 2000 (continued)

The social programme
The conference will have a full social
programme including a city tour of Milan
and other events.

Contribute a paper
Presentations should have both European
and international appeal. Papers should
have implications for the teaching and
learning of economics and business in
schools and universities.
Written papers should accompany the
presentation.

Find out more
Send for the Call for Papers. Make contact
with one of these three members of the
ASSOZIONE EUROPEA PER
L’EDUCATIOZIONE ECONOMICA:

Elide Sorrenti - President AEEE-Italia -
via Beruto 7 - 20131 MILANO (Italia) 
tel/fax ++.39.(0)2.2664325
e-mail  HYPERLINK
mailto:sorelide@tin.it sorelide@tin.it

Doris Valente - via Settembrini 47 - 20124
Milano (Italy) tel  ++.39.(0)2.6697852 
e-mail  HYPERLINK
mailto:docenti@tin.it dorisval@tin.it

Claudio Guzzi - e-mail  HYPERLINK
mailto:clguzzi@tin.it clguzzi@tin.it 

Watch this space: for affiliated association
members it is expected that the conference
will cost Euro200. This fee covers the
conference, meals and excursions.
University accommodation is available in
single and double rooms for Euro40 per
person per day. Contact Doris Valente to
make bookings.

Proposals for papers should be received
by 31st march, 2000.

Have you visited
the AEEE

website?
The AEEE website is at
http://www.eo.gymfag.dk/aeee.
The Webmaster is Orla Duedahl. His email
address is  HYPERLINK mailto:
orla.duedahl@vestfyns-gym.dk. The website
is still being developed and will become an
important means of communication for anyone
interested in the work of the AEEE.

The officers of the AEEE are:

Chair: Jean-Claude Havé
B.P. 103

L-6402 Echternach
Luxembourg

General Secretary: Ernst Bizer
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Str. 1

D-41516 Grevenbroich
Germany

e-mail bbz.bizer@t-online.de

Treasurer: Dominic McQuillan
Holmpatrick

Skerries
Co. Dublin

Ireland
email: mcquildg@gofree.indigo.ie

We would like to be able to report on national
events and trends. Please would all members of
the AEEE send news to the newsletter editor:

Nancy Wall
101, Allington Road

Newick 
East Sussex, BN8 4NH, UK

email: enwall@aol.com
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Resource 
reviewsNancy 
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All the reviews published in
‘Teaching Business and
Economics’ are now
available on the TES
BookFind CD ROM,
published termly by Book
Data Ltd., Northumberland
House, 2, King street,
Twickenham,TW1 2RZ, in
association with The Times
educational supplement.
Reviews are linked to book
titles on the CD - Executive
Director

A LEVEL BUSINESS STUDIES

Business Studies Ed. Ian
Chambers and Dave Gray,
Second Edition Causeway
Press Ltd 1999, paperback,
776 pages, £ 18.95,
ISBN 1-873929-90-0

This is a new and improved
edition of a popular A level text.
Much of the original style and
some of the content remains but
some sections have been
extensively re-written and
expanded. This is particularly
true of the section dealing with
accounting and finance which in
the first edition was rather
descriptive and lacking in clarity
but which now guides the
student to be much more
analytical in their study of
published accounts.

The text is divided into six

broad sections; Objectives,
strategy and the business
environment; External
influences; Marketing;
Accounting and finance; People
in organisations; Operations
management. Each section is
further subdivided into Units
which allow the user to pick and
choose particular topics
relatively easily. This allows the
teacher or lecturer considerable
freedom to plan their course
according to their own
preference and to meet the
needs of their respective
students. There is also extensive
cross referencing between the
Units so that when another key
topic is mentioned within a
Unit, it will be signposted to
another Unit where it is more
fully explained. This is
particularly helpful  in those
courses involving a modular
approach. It also helps to
emphasise the interdependence
of many aspects of business
studies. There is sufficient
information in the main sections
to allow a thorough examination
of specialist topics such as
Marketing or Operations
Management. The book is also
clearly indexed to help the
reader find key words.

The text provides a
comprehensive coverage of most
business courses at this level,
including AS/A level, Scottish
Higher Grade and Advanced

GNVQ. It could also be used as
an introductory text in higher
education and for some
professional courses. This
second edition has been
specifically re-written to cover
the new AS/A level Business
Studies specifications and the
new Scottish Higher Grade
course in Business
Management. In addition to the
subject specific Units, there are
also two additional Units on
Study Skills and Assessment at
the end of the book which
would be helpful to both
students and new teachers of
the subject. As with the first
edition, there is a Teachers’
Guide available which gives
further guidance on exactly how
the book may be used for
specific courses. The Guide also
provides suggested answers to
the questions set in the main
text as well as the markschemes
for the various activities and
questions

The text does not just outline
business theory but also acts as
a workbook for students. There
are a large number of questions
and exercises which mostly
relate to information in the
Units. Most of these questions
should lead to relatively short
answers to test understanding of
the text and act as a revision
aid. Questions are based on case
studies, data, short articles and
photographs. At the end 35
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of each Unit, there is a longer
case study or data response
question which may involve
report writing or problem
solving. The questions are
intended to draw on
information from the whole
Unit. These provide useful
practice for the case study style
examination questions
favoured by examination
boards such as OCR which
attempt to test the students’
level of understanding,
application, analysis and
evaluation. On a personal note,
I would like to have seen more
actual examination style
questions with markschemes
attached in the main textbook
rather than just in the Guide. A
major bonus however is the
boxed definitions of key words
and phrases used in the Units
which act as a very useful
glossary. There are also brief
summary questions to act as a
revision aid.

One of the major attractions
of this second  edition is the
use of cases and data based on
the very latest statistics
available and recent newspaper
and magazine articles so that
students are made more aware
of recent events rather than
reading a more historical view
of business.. They are able to
contribute much more
effectively to current debates.
This is clearly one of the
benefits of new technology in
book publishing.

The quality of presentation
has been maintained and even
improved from the first
edition. There is good use of

colour contrast and shading,
photographs and diagrams are
generally clear although some
diagrams attempt to cover too
much detail and appear
cluttered as a result. There is
good variation in the shapes
and positions of these figures
and questions in the text. The
explanation is usually clear
with use of bullet points to
break up the text and help the
reader remember key points.
The text is particularly
accessible to the weaker A level
student but at the same time
allows the better student to be
challenged.

I have no hesitation in
recommending this text and it
is a clear improvement on the
first edition. I have used the
book ( first edition ) for a
number of years with my own
students both as class text and
as a source of lesson notes. It is
good value for money and
many students are keen to buy
their own copies when funds
allow. It is attractive in
appearance and has good
course coverage but I would
still advise teachers to have a
variety of texts as resources
permit rather than depend
solely on one text, good though
this one is.

Mike Tighe, Gateway
College, Leicester.

A LEVEL ECONOMICS

The UK Economy, 1988-
1998, Geoff Riley, Anforme
Limited, 1998, 92 pages,

paperback, £6.95,Tel. 01661
844000, ISBN: 0 907529 44 5

Weekly Economic Briefing,
Geoff Riley, Anforme
Limited, 1 year's subscription
£20,Tel. 01661 844000

The UK Economy, 1988-
1998 is a slim volume, but
packed with an amazing
amount of detail. The
introduction includes a quote
from the June 1997 Budget
statement and Financial
Report, commenting that 'Too
often in the past, the British
economy has been subject to
excessive swings in economic
performance......', and this is,
in many ways, the theme of the
book. It examines the
performance of the main
macroeconomic variables that
have made the past decade
such an interesting time for
economists and, given the
syllabus requirement that
students should be familiar
with events in the UK
economy from the past 10
years, this is an excellent
source of information. The
book is divided into nine
chapters, each reviewing
significant events in a part of
the UK economy - Economic
growth; Living Standards in
the UK; Inflation and Money;
the Exchange Rate and so on.
Each chapter is prefaced with a
list of the topics that it
contains, so that finding one's
way around the book is fairly
easy. Moreover, as well as
purely factual information
about the UK economy, the
text gives the reader some of
the key points relating to each
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topic covered. Thus, in the
chapter on Inflation, the first
section looks at the ways in
which inflation can be
measured, with definitions of
RPI, RPIX etc., before going on
to look at the UK inflation
record. Each chapter concludes
with a selection of essays and
questions for discussion on the
topics covered.

The graphs used to illustrate
the text are all in greyscale,
where one might have expected
the use of colour these days, but
this has presumably been done
in order to keep the cost of the
book to a level which makes it
more attractive to student and
departmental budgets (where
class sets of 10 or more are
ordered, the price per copy falls
to £5.95). The topics are short
and to the point, making them
an ideal revision tool for
students, and this is clearly the
market that is being aimed at.

In the age of the internet, the
problem of filtering relevant
information and data to our
students in order to keep them
up to date with economic
events can often be a somewhat
daunting task. There are a
number of annual publications
that provide a review of the
latest data and events -'Datasets'
and 'Students' Economy in
Focus' spring to mind.
However, the attraction of
Geoff Riley's book is that it
succinctly traces the main
events in the UK economy over
a prolonged period, putting the
workings of the macro-economy
into the context of the time.
This updated edition is an

excellent, not to say invaluable,
resource for both teachers and
students.

Anforme advertise the
Weekly Economics Briefings
as 'economics... the future is
here!' This is, perhaps,
inevitable, in the age of e-mail
and e-commerce, when not
having an 'e' at the start of your
name reveals just how
antiquated you are. By
subscribing for 10, 20 or 30
weekly issues, you will receive
the Briefings by email direct to
the mailbox of your choice - at
your workplace or at home. This
offering from the seemingly
tireless Geoff Riley ('Does the
man ever sleep?' is a question
often asked!) is really at the
opposite end of the spectrum to
The UK Economy 1988-1998,
for here Geoff is providing an
up-to-date view of the main
economic events and themes of
the preceding weeks. The latest
edition headlines the effect of
continuing low rates of inflation
on pensioners, then takes a look
at recent economic trends in the
form of Employment and
Economic Growth. There
follows a 'Focus' article on The
Terms of Trade before returning
to the subject of inflation by
asking 'Are there signs of cost-
push inflation in the UK?' Each
edition also signposts Web Sites
with a particular relevance to
teachers and students of
Economics - this edition offers
some addresses of sites
providing news headlines.
Charts and tables of data on the
topic under investigation
accompany each of the articles,

and there will often be
questions for discussion
included. Covering a mere four
sheets of A4 when printed out,
the Briefing provides a concise
look at very recent economic
happenings, with a view to
keeping teachers and students
informed of the latest events
and ideas.

Drawing on the Ofsted
model, one feels one should try
to find fault in what is clearly
an extremely useful resource.
There are the occasional lapses
in proof-reading (although
readers of The Guardian will
barely notice these) and some
of the layout is less than ideal -
for example, the formula for
calculating terms of trade as an
index number in the latest
issue. Criticism has been made
in some quarters of the fact that
the Briefing was originally
offered by Geoff as a freebie to
subscribers to the Econ-
Business-Educators list on the
interact. However, at under 67p
an issue, if you subscribe for a
full year, it still seems very good
value for money. No doubt
many of us now subscribe to
FT. Com's email news service
as another source of the latest
information and opinion, but
even this 'free' service only gives
us the headlines - we still have
to download the articles from
the main site, incurring both
financial and time costs. The
Briefings have the great
advantage of being aimed at 'A'-
level students, and can thus be
circulated directly. They are
very readable and, in the
experience of this
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reviewer at least, encourage the
better students to follow up the
articles with more detailed
reading of their own, whilst
weaker or less motivated
students who have failed
(Inexplicably!) to succumb to
my incessant urgings to read a
decent daily newspaper, will at
least have had some such
input. 'Wouldn't want to miss
an issue' says a Head of
Economics in Surrey,
according to Anforme's
advertising blurb. Nor would I.

Geoff Moran, Roade School,
Northampton

The year in Review and
Revision Guide 1998-99,
Nigel Tree, Anforme
Limited, 1999, paperback, 80
pages, £4.95 per single copy,
£3.95 per copy when 10 or more
copies ordered direct, phone:
01661 844000. ISBN 0 907529
48 8

This book is the annual
update of the digest of the
major economic events of the
previous twelve months. The
sixteen chapters contain
statistical information in the
form of charts and diagrams.
Each chapter begins with a
short background section and
ends with a brief summary of
the key points and two or three
questions.

The format is a glossy A5
booklet that will not weigh
down the overladen A-level
student. Diagrams and tables
are clearly presented.

There is no doubt that many

an economics teacher in the
past and present has always
wished that if only they had the
time to keep up to date they
could produce something on
these lines. Many teachers and
students thus have relied on
Mr Tree's publication.

I wonder though if we have
not moved on from a reliance
on the latest, or most recently
published, figures for teaching
and learning purposes. There
are many other sources of
economic data in the daily
press and on the Internet that
should be completely up to
date. The interpretation of
data, which this booklet
performs, is a skill prominent
in most economic A level
courses.

However, there are much
more exciting examples of
publications that demonstrate
the application and analysis of
economics than this one. Also
other attempts to interest
students in the subject are
more rooted in the application
of theory. Anderton's yearly
update of 'The Student's
Economy in Focus' (the latest
for 1999/2000, Causeway
Press, reviewed in the 'Other
resources' section of this issue)
is one such example and even
though it is slightly more
expensive, it is more
attractively presented as well as
being a genuine examination
revision guide. Other examples
of up-beat approaches to aid
examination success are the
magazines such as 'Economic
Review' (Philip Allan
Publishers) and Anforme's own

'Economics Today' both of
which are a more compelling
read and much more in line
with the needs of the average A
level student.

If Economics A level is not to
disappear altogether there is a
need to inject much more
excitement and relevance for
the average student. That said,
this publication will be useful
for the teacher, for some
students to have their own
copy, and for others to make
reference to in the process of
preparing for case study papers
or producing course work.

Jeff Marsh (formerly at
Lady Manners School,
Bakewell).

A Revision Guide to A
Level Economics (2nd
Edtn), James Keefe & Geoff
Riley, Anforme Ltd 1999, 108
pages, £6.95 (£5.95 if 10+
copies ordered). ISBN 0 907529
47 X.

This is a straightforward
revision book for A level
students. It is broken down
into 15 chapters, named and
ordered in a manner which will
be familiar to any teacher of
the subject who has put
together a scheme of work.
That said the order also
roughly approximates the
three-part structure of the new
core (AS) syllabus, although
this might not be obvious at
first glance given the traditional
nature of the topic headings.
No specific sections are
included for the A2 options38
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though the background
economic concepts still apply
and a couple of sections (most
notably the unit on ‘Wage
Theories’) will be of  some
specific help.

As with most books of this
type it primarily consists of
lists/bullet points related to
specific concepts. The lists are
generally sentences rather than
phrases and, pleasingly, grouped
as the answers to specific
questions (e.g., ‘what is meant
by low pay?’) rather than simple
headings from the syllabus.
Diagrams are rather more
sparse than in competing
publications and are generally
limited to standard line
diagrams illustrating
costs/revenues, AS/AD, Phillips
Curve etc. The only flow
diagram in the entire book
shows a simple circular flow of
income. Good use is made of
bold font throughout the book
in order to highlight the
essential/technical terminology
that is being used and /or
explained.

A considerable amount of
information is packed into what
is quite a slim volume, coverage
of the syllabus is broad and the
depth of coverage is strong in
comparison to other, more
expensive, publications. The
downside of this is that it has
led to a sacrifice in terms of
layout and user-friendliness.
There is very little white space
on most of the pages and a very
repetitious layout from page to
page. Some of the students I
tested it on did find it quite
difficult to locate specific

concepts. The lack of colour
printing, whilst obviously
necessary to help keep cost
down, is something that does
seem to be a particular turn-off
for students these days (one of
the irreversible curses of the
internet I fear).

As stated above this is a
revision book of the type offered
by most serious educational
publishers. This is perhaps the
main problem it faces, a very
crowded marketplace. The
question is, ‘what are its
positive, and negative, points in
relation to the opposition?’. On
the negative side, it is less easy
on the eye than most similar
books and the soft cover ( the
A4 pages are stapled into a
paper cover) mean, respectively,
that it is not a book that I would
recommend to any student who
is finding the subject a struggle,
nor would I expect it to be a
book which would physically
last and have more than a one-
user lifespan. In its favour the
density of coverage, allied to the
cost, make it a very good and
cheap option for the ‘better’
student.

As for a recommendation. I
would certainly find the book
useful as a teacher to help me
prepare lessons on specific
topics. I would also recommend
it to my more talented students
as a good revision aid (but only
for the core syllabus). I would
certainly not spend school
money on buying it as a class
text, it simply is not going to
last long enough to make the
expense worthwhile. It would be
a book that I would have one

copy of to show students and
then, if enough students want it,
to let them order it through
school at the bulk-discount
price of £5.95. At this price it
has a great deal to recommend
it.

Philip Coughlan, Highcliffe
School, Christchurch.

GCSE BUSINESS STUDIES

Business Studies Now! for
GCSE, by Karen Borrington
and Peter Stimpson. John
Murray Publishers, 1999;
356 pages; paperback £13.99;
ISBN 0-7159-7222-3

COVERAGE:

This book covers the main
areas to be found in GCSE
Business Studies syllabuses.

KEY FEATURES:

A real strength of this book is
that it is learning focussed. Not
only does it present information
clearly and in a straightforward
way, it also includes:

● an introductory section on 
how to use the book, exam 
preparation and techniques 
and coursework guidelines;

● signposting at the start of 
each chapter identifying 
what the chapter will explain
and what the learner will be 
able to do by the end of the 
chapter;

● frequent short learning 
activities throughout, and 
revision questions (including
examination
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questions) at the end of each
chapter;

● 27 pages of solutions to 
activities and questions;

● a comprehensive glossary;

● summary revision diagrams
at the end of each section.

The result is that the book is
suitable not only as a class
text, but also for individual
study in a more interactive
way. Mature students in
particular will benefit from
this.

There are case studies
throughout the text. This
encourages application of
ideas. However, all of the case
studies appear made up: it
would have been preferable to
include some real life
companies and products, even
though this might have
resulted in the book becoming
dated more quickly.

Much thought has gone into
layout, and visual learners will
appreciate this. Different
items, such as activities, case
studies and definitions, are
colour coded. There are
colour graphics and diagrams.
Lists of advantages, for
example of single union
agreements, are bulleted with
ticks. The overall impression is
clean. The language used is
simple and has a readability
appropriate for GCSE
students. The language is also
inclusive. It refers to "your
country" or "your government"
rather than assuming a UK
reader. Additionally, it talks

about the reader's college
rather than school.

It is always possible to
identify aspects that might
have been included in any
book. On my list of pet things
to look for that I could not
find included here 

would be reference to the
environmental responsibilities
of businesses, third world
issues and any cross-reference
to key skills. It is also
noteworthy that although the
book was first published in
1999, there are no internet
links identified. I understand
that such links can disappear
overnight, but others, such as
government information are
more permanent. Similarly,
encouragement to use
newspaper sites would be
beneficial.

FINAL COMMENT:

Overall, a very good book
with real strengths in its
emphasis on learning. If only
it used more real world
examples. Good value for
money and well worth adding
to your stock.

Christopher Hill
City of Bath College
Bath and North-East
Somerset

OTHER NEW RESOURCES

Business Reports or A level
Business Studies, Andrew
Gillespie, Hodder and
Stoughton, 1999, paperback,
138 pages, £49.99, phone 01235

827720, ISBN 0340738014

This is a very useful resource
especially for those studying
AQA Business Studies. The
format is based on Paper 3,
which is an alternative to
coursework. It requires
students to read through a
number of pieces of evidence
which they can use to write a
report within a case study
framework.

This publication has
everything. There is advice for
teachers and students and a
section on understanding
numerical data. There are
twenty two cases. In each case
the student will be required to
take a decision and justify it.
Then there are the suggested
answers and student answers.
The suggested answers are just
a brief outline but the student
answers are printed in full.
There are test questions to
finish with as an aid to
revision.

Even those with a mania for
exam preparation could get
tired of doing questions which
are all in the precise format of
this particular exam paper.
That said, many teachers will
welcome this photocopiable
resource as a valuable addition
to their stock of student
fodder.

The Student’s Economy in
Focus 1999/2000, Alain
Anderton, Causeway Press,
1999, paperback, 80 pages,
£8, (£6 if ordering 6 or more
copies), phone 01695 576048,
ISBN 1 873929 97 8.40
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There is no need to say very
much about this tried and
tested compendium of the
current scene. Many have tried
to produce a slim volume which
captures all the most pressing
issues for the year but few if any
do it so well. As usual, it is
packed with data and
explanation. All the obvious
topics are there. Just try reading
the analysis of the EU duty free
story, which is described with
balance and irony in equal parts
and a lot less nonsense than
most of the newspapers
permitted. See if your students
will buy it.

Making the Most of Office 97
for IBT III, Angela Bessant,
Heinemann, 1999,
paperback, 218 pages, £11.99,
Phone 01865 311366, ISBN 0
435 45543 5.

This book explains Word,
Access, Excel and Powerpoint.
As well as being suitable for the
RSA course, it will help
students of NVQ
Administration, NVQ Using IT,
GNVQ Business and GNVQ IT
courses. It might suit a few
other people too.

Understanding Industry, 5th
edition, Michael Barratt and
Andy Mottershead, Hodder
and Stoughton. 1999,
paperback, 138 pages, £9.99,
phone 01235 827720, ISBN
0340749032.appl

With good case study material
for A level Business Studies, and
the relevant theory trapped

beside it, this is a well known
and valued resource. Student
activities are mainly of the short
answer variety. There is good
coverage of some topics which
are not so well represented in
the standard texts. The book
should help to vary the student
diet while introducing a good
range of real world situations.

An illustrated guide to the
Scottish economy, Jeremy
Peat and Stephen Boyle, Bill
Jamieson, editor, Duckworth,
1999, paperback, 179 pages,
£9.95, phone 0171 434 4242.

The many English people who
don’t take a great deal of
interest in Scottish affairs will
be missing a very choice
publication. For every page of
text there is a page of full colour
charts with all manner of useful
data. There is even  a foreword
by Gordon Brown. It’s a must if
you are teaching in Scotland
and full of interest if you aren’t.

Mastering Economics, Jack
Harvey, 5th edn, Macmillan,
1999, 400 pages,. £12.99, phone
01256 302699, ISBN 0 333
77924 X.

This is a well known text
which needs no description,
having been around for fifteen
years now. It has been updated:
the environment, the MPC and
EMU are rendered up
appropriately. However,
redundant matter has not been
removed. The discount houses,
now completely gone, get the
full treatment. There are self-

test questions, with answers,
too. The design remains, as
always, in keeping with the
series tradition. Better to spend
the money on a text which has
been genuinely revised for the
present day.

Mastering Basic
Management, 3rd edition,
E.C.Eyre and Richard
Pettinger, Macmillan,
293 pages, £10.99, phone 01256
302699, ISBN 0 333 77240 7.

This is just what it says, a
guide to basics. But there are no
gurus and lean production is
not in the index. nor is
autocratic leadership’.There are
no case studies and very few
practical examples.

StartUp, Careersoft 1999,
CD, Business version,
£100 per year, updated, phone
01422 330450

Careersoft devised this
material to help people
embarking on self employment.
They have added support
materials to make it appropriate
for GCSE and GNVQ courses.
I could not evaluate it properly
because the files on the demo
version would not open. The
language level looks appropriate
for the 16-18 age group. The
style is suitably vocational.
Worth a look if you are short of
resources for GNVQ Advanced.
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